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Recent Blog Posts  
By Jasmine Law 

"Access to surgical abortion remains troublesome and burdensome
for women in New Brunswick. The inability of rural residents to
access timely and affordable services is distressing and an undue
inequity in healthcare." 

Click here to read the full post: https://uoawl.org/blog-2/ 

New Brunswick's Access to Abortion Problem

#BecauseOfYou is the theme of this year's Women's History Month. 
Stay tuned for our blog post reflecting on the contributions of women in
the legal field to the past, present and future of this country.  

https://cfc-swc.gc.ca/commemoration/whm-mhf/theme-en.html
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Educated is a story of a woman's struggle to find her identity.
It is the story of Tara Westover, who describes her
experiences as she transformed from a girl who had never
stepped foot inside a school until the age of sixteen to an
outstanding doctorate student at the prestigious Cambridge
University. Through the power of education and learning,
Tara escapes from her strict Mormon family and finds her
true self and to walk her own path.

While Educated is non-fiction, it felt fictional. Tara’s world
seemed almost fake – it was radically different from the
world I’ve known. At the same time, I was surprised at the
extent to which I could relate to her. Growing up, we are told
certain “truths” about the world – that we are either a girl or a
boy, that we must behave a certain way, etc. Through
learning, we are able to break the limits of these “truths” and
broaden our view of the world. 

Ruth Bader Ginsburg was an inspiration. Bader Ginsburg
always excelled in school from high school to law school.
She persevered and remained at the top of her class at
Harvard Law and Columbia Law despite the hardships she
faced in her personal life and the discrimination she faced
at school. Bader Ginsburg was a trailblazer in more ways
than one. She was the first female professor to earn tenure
at Columbia, she directed the Women’s Rights Project of
the American Civil Liberties Union. As a Supreme Court
justice, she fought for the rights of marginalized people in
America She changed the course of the feminist movement
by advocating against specific areas of discrimination. She
also never missed a day of oral arguments regardless of her
health and personal life. Ruth Bader Ginsburg was a force
to be reckoned with that shaped the world we live in today,
she will be truly missed. Rest in power RBG. 

Twitter: @uoawl
Instagram: @ottawaawl 

Facebook: @uoawl
Website: uoawl.org 
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https://www.elle.com/culture/career-politics/interviews/a14788/ supreme-court-justice-ruth-bader-
ginsburg/

Book of the Month
By Julia Yunji Chung  

By Isabelle Santerre
Remembering RBG
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